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Preface
Dear readers,
the year 2050 is associated with many hopes and
fears. By this year, Germany aims to complete its
transition to a power system based almost completely
on renewables. But will such a system be financially
feasible?
To answer this question, we asked experts at the
Öko-Institut to study various options for the future
design of the power system, and to compare their
costs.
The study considers four different scenarios for the
power system in 2050: two scenarios based on fossil
fuels (one on coal, and one on natural gas), and two
scenarios for renewables-based systems that differ in their deployment of storage technology. In this
“2x2” comparison, the authors assess the total sys-

tem costs and CO₂ emissions produced by alternative
configurations of the power system.
A key finding of the study is that the relative advantages
associated with each scenario heavily depend on future
fuel and CO₂ prices. And while it is difficult to estimate
the prices that will prevail in 2050, the thought experiment conducted in this study does make one thing clear:
abandoning the energy transition does not mean that
energy costs vanish – it just leads to different costs. And
these might just turn out to be higher than expected.
I hope you enjoy reading this insightful study.
Best regards,
Patrick Graichen
Director of Agora Energiewende

Key findings at a glance:

1

A power system with a 95 percent share of renewables has the same or even lower costs than a
fossil-based system under most assumptions for future fuel and CO₂ prices. A coal-based system
would only be significantly less expensive if extremely low CO₂ prices are expected in 2050
(20 euros/t). Similarly, a natural gas-based system would only be significantly less expensive if
gas prices are low and CO₂ prices are not high (i.e. below 100 euros/t).

2

A renewables-based system insulates the economy against volatile commodity prices, as the costs
of fossil-based systems heavily depend on fuel and CO₂ price trends. Variable costs (largely for fuel
and CO₂) account for 30 to 67 percent of the total costs of the fossil-based systems. By contrast,
variable costs represent just 5 percent of costs in the renewables-based systems.

3

A power system with a 95 percent share of renewables reduces CO₂ emissions by 96 percent their
1990 levels at CO₂ abatement costs of about 50 euros/t. A renewables based energy transition
can thus be considered efficient climate policy, as CO₂ damage costs are estimated a lot higher
(80 euros/t over the short-term, and at 145 to 260 euros/t over the long term).

3
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Summary
The decarbonization of energy systems is a crucial
component of any serious climate protection strategy. For the electricity sector, this ultimately means
the transition from a power system based on coal and
natural gas to one almost completely based on renewable energy by 2050.
The technical feasibility of an electricity system with
a greater than 90 percent share of renewables is no
longer disputable today. Such a system is possible
thanks to recent technological advances, particularly
in the area of wind and solar energy, as well as foreseeable developments in harnessing flexibility (including flexible demand, battery storage and powerto-gas technologies).
However, questions surrounding the costs of this new
electricity system have not yet been satisfactorily
answered. One problem is that cost estimates need to
take into account the total costs of an electricity system based on renewables and compare it to a system
based on fossil fuels. Against this backdrop, this study
seeks to answer the following questions:
→→ What are the technical features and cost structures
of a power system when over 90 percent of electricity is generated from renewables in 2050? How
do the costs of different storage strategies (batteries vs. power-to-gas) compare?
→→ What technical features, cost structures and emissions figures result for a hypothetical fossil-based
power system in 2050 if we immediately cease
construction of additional wind and solar power?
How do the costs of different fossil-based power
systems compare (i. e. a conventional mix of lignite/
hard coal/natural gas power plants vs. a power system based purely on natural gas)?
To answer these questions, a number of model calculations were carried out for Germany using different framework conditions. Sensitivity analyses were
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performed to verify the robustness of the results. The
following conclusions can be drawn from our calculations:
1.	There are various options for the development of an
electricity system based on renewables up to 2050.
These options differ with a view to the composition
of the renewable energy mix and the interactions
between grid infrastructure and flexibility options.
Analysis using hourly resolutions shows that a renewable energy fleet could cover Germany’s power
supply in full while also ensuring security of supply.
2.	If the cost of a tonne of carbon dioxide (CO₂) is
50 euros or more in 2050, a renewable energy
power system would in most cases be less expensive than or comparable in cost to a conventional lignite/hard coal/natural gas-based power
system (Figure S-1). This finding remains largely
true regardless of the underlying fuel prices. Only
when low CO₂ prices or a combination of low energy prices and CO₂ prices of less than 50 euros are
assumed for 2050 does a lignite/hard coal/natural gas-based power mix lead to lower overall costs
than a system based on renewables.
3.	An electricity system based completely on natural gas power plants leads to similar or higher costs
when high fuel prices are assumed. When low fuel
prices are assumed, such a system is cheaper than
a system based on renewables. This finding remains largely true regardless of CO₂ prices.
4.	CO₂ emissions in relation to 1990 would be 7 percent to 24.5 percent lower with a new lignite/hard
coal/natural gas-based electricity system, 59 percent lower with an electricity system based entirely on natural gas, and 96 percent lower with
an electricity system based almost completely on
renewables. In the final analysis, only a renewables-based system is compatible with the climate
protection targets set forth by the Paris Agreement.
5.	The CO₂ abatement costs associated with transitioning from a fossil-based system to one based
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Comparison of total system costs of predominantly renewable, coal and natural gas-based
power systems with CO₂ prices of € 50, 2050
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almost fully on renewable energy are 40 to 60 euros per tonne of CO₂ in most scenarios. There are
two exceptions: For the change from a power system based on natural gas to one based on renewable energy, emission reduction costs of approx.
125 euros per tonne of CO₂ arise when permanently
low fuel prices are assumed. In the case of high fuel
costs, however, negative emission reduction costs
of –15 euros per tonne of CO₂ result.

 onsidering uncertainties in global commodity marC
kets, a renewables-based system would have the
additional advantage of shielding the national economy as a whole from volatile price fluctuations. This,
in turn, would undergird the competitiveness of the
German economy.

In summary, a power system based largely on renewables in 2050 is not just technically feasible and
necessary to meet climate protection targets – it is
also attractive in terms of overall costs. In the most
probable future scenarios for Germany, an electricity system based on renewables would be less or
equally as expensive as a fossil-based power system.
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1.

Introduction

Preventing anthropogenic climate change is a grave
challenge that will require the transformation of energy systems and the large-scale deployment renewable energy in coming years. Over the past two decades, tremendous improvements have been made in
the technical capabilities and price competitiveness
of electricity generation options based on renewables.
However, there are still a number of open questions
regarding the features of a renewable-based system,
particularly with regard to flexibility options and grid
infrastructure. Also, new challenges have arisen due
to recent volatility in commodities markets, which
makes it difficult to project and compare the costs of
systems based on conventional fuels versus renewables.
In light of the need to fundamentally restructure the
electricity system in Germany to one based on renewable energy, the questions involved can no longer
be answered with sufficient reliability if different
elements of the various systems (production plants,
flexibility options, grid infrastructure) are analysed in
isolation.
This study thus aims to conduct an integrated analysis of the elements impacting the various design
options for a renewables-based system. In order to
enable classification of the results, the analyses were
conducted as a model-based thought experiment
geared to answering the following five questions:
1.	What are the different electricity system designs
possible when over 90 percent of electricity supply
is generated from renewable energy in 2050?
2.	What would an electricity system look like in 2050
if no new wind and solar power plants were built in
the future and if a fossil-based power system was
retained?
3.	How would these two power systems differ in
terms of system costs and CO₂ emissions?
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4.	How robust are the results of such a comparison
with respect to different developments in fuel, CO₂
and power plant costs as well as in terms of the different designs of renewable and fossil-based electricity systems?
5. What conclusions can be drawn from this?
Section 2 describes the methodological approach that
was used to answer these questions. In section 3,
the most important framework assumptions for the
empirical analyses are shown, which for reasons of
consistency are largely based on prior analyses conducted by Agora Energiewende. The results are concisely presented in section 4, which also includes the
sensitivity analyses for classifying the assumptions
made in section 3. The most important conclusions
drawn from the analyses are provided in section 5.
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2.

Methodological approach

2.1. Basic approach
The first aim of this study is to determine and compare the overall costs of alternative power systems.
These costs include:
→→ all costs for investment, fuel, raw materials, consumables, emission allowances, personnel, maintenance and repairs; and
→→ all elements of the power supply system, i. e. generation, grids and storage.
All costs are calculated on an annual basis. Capital
costs for investments are converted to annual costs
using the annuity method.
The CO₂ emissions produced by each alternative design for the power system are also determined in this
study. These emissions are calculated based on power
plant dispatch, as determined using a dispatch model,
and are accounted for at the plant level. As a result,
our emissions estimates include all emissions released by electricity generation plants. The emission
levels are not adjusted to take into account the heat
generated in combined heat and power plants.
The study considers alternative designs for the power
system, taking into account different framework
conditions for 2050. The calculation methods for investment costs take into account the growth dynamics of different system elements as well as relevant
investment costs trends. For all other cost elements,
the annual levels in 2050 are used in the calculations.
The thought experiment conducted within the scope
of this analysis contains six steps:
1.	In a first step, two designs for an electricity system that is largely based on renewable generation
are developed (with renewable energy covering
95 percent of electricity demand).

→→ For the power generation capacities of onshore and
offshore wind power plants and photovoltaic systems (PV), identical expansion paths are assumed
for both system designs, which are geared to the
minimization of residual load.
→→ We also calculate two different designs for the
flexibility options needed to complement renewable power generation. In the first design, there is
substantial use of battery storage. In the second
design, the storage-side flexibility is provided exclusively by power-to-gas plants.
2.	In a second step, two power system designs are
elaborated, both of which assume that the expansion of wind and solar power plants is discontinued
over the next few years and that by 2050 a fossil-based power system develops along the conventional structures of the past. Nuclear energy is
excluded as a possible component of this electricity
system.
→→ In the first design, the system develops on the basis
of the full costs for the different power generation
options, as dictated by the conventional structure
of base, medium and peak load generation. Climate
policy restrictions play only an incidental role.
Methodologically, this design is based on a simplified full cost model for fossil fuel power plants and
historical load profiles.
→→ In the second design, the system remains based on
fossil fuels, but comes to rely on the least CO₂-intensive fossil fuel, i. e. natural gas. Methodologically, the development of the power plant fleet is
based on the first design, but hard coal and lignite-fired power plants have been substituted with
natural gas combined-cycle power plants (CCPs).
3.	In a third step, we calculate dispatch for the generation system using an optimum cost approach for
every hour of the year:
→→ Based on the installed power generation capacities
for renewable energy, the corresponding feed-in
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profiles and the hourly electricity demand, a residual load curve is calculated.
→→ For this residual load, the power plants and the
flexibility options are dispatched according to their
short-term marginal costs (i. e. essentially the costs
for fuel and emission allowances and the efficiencies of storage) while taking into account diverse
system restrictions. We also calculate electricity
generation, short-term operating costs and CO₂
emissions.

6.	As the starting values are in some cases projected
far into the future, we also conducted sensitivity
analyses of key assumptions relevant to our input
parameters.
The methodological approach described in the foregoing aims first and foremost to provide a robust assessment of the system costs associated with different future developments.

2.2. Definition of system boundaries
4.	In a fourth step, remaining cost components for the
power systems are determined:
→→ The capital costs for power plants and flexibility
options are calculated on an annuity basis.
→→ The fixed operating costs of the power plants and
flexibility options are calculated by drawing on
typical values.
→→ The variable operating costs of the overall system
are incorporated as a result derived from the dispatch model.
→→ Supplementary calculations are made to determine
additional operating costs associated with the fixed
costs for the open-cast lignite mines and for the
CO₂ needed for power-to-gas plants.
→→ Supplementary calculations are also made to determine the costs of grid infrastructure.
5.	In a fifth step, a number of indicators are determined to make classification of the results easier:
→→ the power generation mix;
→→ the CO₂ emissions of power generation;
→→ the volume of surplus electricity from power
generation plants based on renewable energy;
→→ the surplus electricity from renewable energy
power plants that is not transferred to short-term
storage;
→→ the use of surplus renewable electricity in combined cycle plants; the annual average utilization
of these plants; the CO₂ demand for the production of synthetic methane (where applicable); and
the electricity generation from plants that use gas
produced from electricity, including their annual
average utilization.
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The electricity systems compared in this analysis constitute very different development paths for
Germany’s overall energy system. While a power
system based predominantly on renewable energy is
consistent with a development path in which the total
energy system is decarbonized, a predominantly fossil fuel-based power system is only viable if only low
or unambitious GHG emission reductions are to be
achieved by 2050.
With a view to the decarbonization of the overall
energy system, additional electricity demand may
arise in the heating and transportation sectors, which
could necessitate a significantly expanded power
system (Fraunhofer IWES 2015, Oeko-Institut &
Fraunhofer ISI 2015, 2015, UBA 2014b, Quaschning
2016). The magnitude of additional electricity demand depends on the scope of GHG emission reductions, the availability of sustainable biomass and
synthetic-fuel production levels in other countries.
The total calculated electricity demand has a substantial range, stretching from 450 to 800 – and in
some versions to significantly above 1,000 – terawatt
hours.
Since the importance of electricity as a form of energy can differ widely in the two overarching trajectories of the energy system and in the different
decarbonization paths, the consistent definition of
system boundaries is of central importance, above all
for a reliable comparison of system costs. Two different approaches can be pursued in principle:
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→→ The modelled power systems can be analysed assuming different levels of electricity demand.
However, the costs for technologies that use electricity and the costs saved in the heating and
transportation sectors of the energy system must
be considered in their entirety (including investment, operating and infrastructure costs). The
modelling carried out for this purpose cannot be
restricted to the electricity sector; the whole energy system has to be parameterised and analysed.
Forecasting up to 2050 requires substantial ranges
to be considered, which can be modelled in principle using sensitivity calculations, but which would
entail a huge increase in the overall number of calculations due to the combinatorics. One advantage
of this approach, however, is that it allows a comprehensive cost assessment.
→→ A second possible approach is to compare power
systems while assuming the same level of electricity demand. In connection with the decarbonization of the energy system, however, this approach
might underestimate the absolute cost of the power
system. However, it avoids extensive additional
model and scenario calculations as well as the uncertainties that arise with the parameterisation of
different developments in the heating and transportation sectors. While this has the disadvantage
of excluding the cost differences associated with
electricity systems of varying sizes, it enables the
calculation of significantly more robust cost relationships.
Pragmatic considerations related to the structure of
our thought experiment and available resources led to
the selection of the second approach. Our analysis is
thus primarily geared toward assessment of the cost
ratios of different power system designs.
In addition, a number of simplifications were made to
reduce the complexity of the calculations and to make
fundamental interdependencies clearer:
→→ The study examines how domestic power demand
is met with domestic generation and domestic

flexibility options. Electricity imports and exports are not considered. As a result, the calculated
system costs represent conservative estimates,
especially when the modelled system has high
flexibility needs, i. e. when there is a high share of
renewable energy.
→→ Feedback effects from different framework conditions, the structure of the power generation fleet
and variation in flexibility options were not included in the model calculations.
→→ The quantities of overproduction from renewable
power plants used in other sectors were not incorporated in the cost and emissions calculations.
→→ The consumption levels and load curves were not
varied for the fossil and renewable power plants
fleets in order to enable better comparability and to
avoid problems associated with the assessment of
costs required to serve additional demand in other
sectors.
The chosen methodological approach is thus primarily aimed at determining robust cost comparisons between different electricity systems.

2.3. Calculation models used
Various models developed by Oeko-Institut were
combined to conduct the analyses undertaken in this
study.
The design of the electricity system with a 90 percent renewables share was determined using a simple
simulation model. In this model, the residual load and
the surplus production from renewable power plants
were minimized based on a predefined load curve and
the feed-in characteristics of different renewable energy options (in hourly resolution).
The electricity system with a power mix based on
fossil fuels was modelled using a simple optimization model, which (using the principle of “perfect
foresight”) results in a long-term optimization of the
power plant fleet. The output figures for each energy option are calculated based on annual operating
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times. Operating times were determined based on the
cheapest supply option from the full cost perspective
for each power plant type. To determine the full cost
of fossil fuels for electricity generation, the full cost of
making the fuel available was taken into account, i. e.
in addition to direct investment, operating and CO₂
costs for lignite power plants, the investment costs
and fixed operating costs of open-cast lignite mines
were considered.
In terms of the utilization of the power plant fleet,
PowerFlex, an electricity market model developed by
the Oeko-Institut, was used. PowerFlex is a conventional power plant model that uses the individual elements in the electricity system such as power plants,
storage and other flexibility options at lowest cost to
fulfil power demand, local and district heating consumption in CHP systems and the need for balancing
power. PowerFlex is a mixed-integer, linear optimization model. Its minimizing function includes all the
variable costs (marginal costs) of the individual elements. Interrelationships in the energy sector – e.g.
the start-up and shut-down of power plants or the
provision of balancing power – are taken into account
in the model through secondary parameters.
Electricity demand, the electricity feed-in from
must-run power plants (e.g. blast furnace gas, waste
incineration), electricity feed-in from hydro, wind
and photovoltaic power plants, and relevant biogas
and sewage gas production are set exogenously in
hourly resolution (using the “perfect foresight” approach). By contrast, the quantity of electricity from
hydro, wind, biogas and photovoltaic power plants
that can actually be integrated into the electricity
system is calculated endogenously by the model and
depends directly on demand, available flexibility in
the system and installed storage capacity. The model
version described above covers the European power
system but was used exclusively for the analysis of
the German power system.
We also carried out a literature review to aid estimation of the cost of grid infrastructure. The need
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for investment in grid expansion identified from the
reviewed literature was used to calculate annuities
based on a lifetime of 40 years.
Last but not least, an integration model was developed
to determine system costs. In this integration model
the power plant fleets, flexibility options (short-term
storage, power-to-gas technology) and the grid infrastructure were evaluated in terms of their annualized investment and fixed operating costs. Fuel costs
and CO₂ costs and emissions were taken directly from
the PowerFlex model.
The annuities of investment costs were calculated
using a uniform interest rate of five percent. The
planning periods were determined in a technology-
specific manner and are shown as such in the following sections. Given the long period of time covered by
our analysis, the initial data from the stated sources
(with price figures from 2012 to 2015) were not converted to a uniform price. The cost data determined
for 2030 and 2050 are thus based on real costs that
represent approximately the past four years.
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3.

Assumptions

3.1. Generation and storage options
3.1.1. Renewable generation options
Two studies conducted on behalf of Agora Energiewende were taken as a basis for the cost assumptions for onshore and offshore wind and photovoltaic
plants:
→→ The cost trends for onshore and offshore wind
power plants for 2013, 2023 and 2033 were derived from an analysis carried out by Consentec
& Fraunhofer IWES (2013) on the expansion of
renewable energy at optimal cost. The data for
2030 were estimated using a linear interpolation.
The cost dynamics in 2023 to 2033 were subsequently extrapolated forward to arrive at estimates
for 2050. With regard to onshore wind power, the
average figures for strong and weak wind turbines
were applied.
→→ The data on photovoltaic costs are based on an
analysis conducted by Fraunhofer ISE (2015) on
cost trends for ground-based PV plants. These
data were then applied to figures on cost trends
for rooftop systems, using the structural data re-

ported in Consentec & Fraunhofer IWES (2013). To
estimate future developments, an approximately
50 percent increase in the number of roof- and
ground-based photovoltaic plants in Germany was
assumed.
The capital costs of the power plant fleets operated
in 2050 were derived from the cost trends for 2030
to 2050, applying plant lifetimes of approx. 20 years.
Here, a roughly linear development was assumed
with the result that the capital costs are averages of
the calculations for 2030 and 2050.
Table 3-1 shows the assumptions for investment
costs and the fixed operating costs and the lifetime/
planning period used to determine the annuities of
the investment costs.
Since a number of differences can be identified with
regard to other analyses conducted on cost developments for renewable generation options (50Hertz
2016, Rech & Elsner 2016, Elsner & Sauer 2015, EIA
2016a, 2016b, NREL 2012), sensitivity analyses of the
cost ranges were performed.

Assumptions for costs of electricity generation plants based on
renewable energies, 2030 and 2050
Investment costs
[€/kW]

Table 3-1

Fixed operating
costs **

Lifetime [a]

2030

2050

Onshore wind power plants *

957

865

2%

20

Offshore wind power plants

1,920

1,285

2%

20

Rooftop PV installations

733

491

2%

20

Ground-mounted PV installations

651

436

2%

20

Notes

Costs converted for 2030 and
extrapolated for 2050 based on
dynamics of previous decade
Costs projected on basis of
ground-mounted PV installations

* 50/50 mix of strong and weak wind turbines
** Annual costs related to investment costs

Consentec & Fraunhofer IWES (2013), Fraunhofer ISE (2015), calculations and estimates by Öko-Institut
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3.1.2. C
 onventional options for electricity
generation
Although a considerable number of conventional
power plants have been built in Germany in recent
years, substantial uncertainties remain with regard to
the specific costs that should be applied to estimates
for 2030 to 2050. These uncertainties relate to the
future cost of commodities and the future situation
on capital markets (especially when one considers the
volatility of the past decade).

In some cases, the values in the figure are below
the cost figures used in more recent publications
(50Hertz 2016, Görner & Sauer 2016, r2b 2014, Frontier & Consentec 2014, EIA 2016a, 2016b). In view
of the substantial cost reductions that are assumed
in the future for renewable generation plants and
flexibility options, a rather optimistic assessment of
conventional power trends seemed appropriate and
consistent. Nevertheless, sensitivity analyses were
conducted in this area as well.

The cost calculation methods were derived from the
data contained in Prognos et al. (2014). The data were
extrapolated forward for our analysis using the European Power Capital Costs Index (EPCCI) developed by
IHS (2016).

3.1.3. Storage options
In the different development scenarios for a German
electricity system that is based extensively on renewable energy, storage options play an important role.

As a general rule, no new cost dynamics were assumed during the periods concerned in this context, meaning that the costs of the power plant fleet
in 2050 are drawn from the constant values shown
in Table 3-2. Above all, the two natural gas-based
technologies should be understood as representative
technologies with a specific application and characteristics that could also be realized using other technologies (e.g. modular gas turbine plants).

Our empirical analysis is based to large extent on a
study of the situation in Germany commissioned
by Agora Energiewende (FENES et al., 2014), which
considers developments up to 2023 and 2033 and an
electricity system with a 90 percent share of renewables. The following assumptions were made when
using this data:
→→ As a general rule, the averages of the minimum/
maximum data were used.
→→ The assumptions for 2030 were determined based
on a linear interpolation of the data for 2023 to 2033.

Framework assumptions for costs of conventional power plants,
2030 und 2050
Investment costs
[€/kW]
2030

2050

Fixed operating
costs
[€/kW]

Lignite power plant

1,600

1,600

40

40

Hard coal power plant

1,300

1,300

40

40

Combined cycle power plant

800

800

30

40

Gas turbine

400

400

10

20

1,000

1,000

40

45

Hydro power plant

calculations and estimates by Öko-Institut
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Table 3-2

Lifetime [a]

Notes

developed site
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→→ The assumptions used in FENES et al. (2014) for a
90 percent renewables-based system were applied
to 2050.
→→ For pumped-storage power plants, cost approaches
taken from our own research and estimates were
used; in this connection, we applied data for existing facilities that will be subject to extensive renewal and modernization measures up to 2050.
Table 3-3 shows the framework assumptions for the
different storage options. The capacity-related investment costs are derived from the investment costs
related to the storage quantities, the respective investment cycles and the costs for the converter (battery storage) and gas storage.
For the power-to-gas option involving synthetic
methane, different cost levels were considered for
the CO₂ needed. It was assumed that this CO₂ must be
made available in a climate-neutral manner, i. e. via
the use of biomass or by extraction from the atmosphere:
→→ In a first case it is assumed that huge technological breakthroughs and corresponding cost reductions are achieved for the extraction of CO₂ from
the atmosphere and that these can also be realized in appropriately sized installations. Cressey

(2015) reports cost reductions of up to 100 US dollars per tonne of CO₂ in this context. For simplification purposes, 100 euros per tonne of CO₂ was
assumed.
→→ In a second case, substantial technological advances are likewise assumed for the extraction of
CO₂ from the atmosphere. However, the costs are
expected to fall only to the uppermost level stated
in Cressey (2015). Accordingly, a cost estimate of
200 euros per tonne of CO₂ was used. This constitutes a huge cost reduction, given current costs
of approx. 600 US dollars per tonne of CO₂ (APS
2011).
→→ In a third case, it is assumed that the required CO₂
is made available free of charge. In this regard, the
carbon released in biomass incineration could be
captured. For this to be possible, sufficient quantities of biomass must be available, usage patterns
for biomass and power-to-gas generation need
to overlap geographically, and plants need to be
equipped for the convergence of both processes.
Since there is significant divergence in the projections that have been calculated for storage costs
(NREL 2012, Elsner & Sauer 2015, Eichman et al 2016,
Feldman et al 2016), we conducted representative
sensitivity analyses. Given that considerable uncertainties are associated with not only the cost of CO₂

Framework assumptions for costs of storage options,
2030 und 2050
Investment costs
[€/kW]

Table 3-3

Fixed operating
costs *

Lifetime [a]

Notes

2030

2050

PtG plants H₂

871

494

2%

25

PtG plants synCH₄

959

629

2%

25

Battery storage

948

641

2%

25

costs converted for 2030,
including converter

1,000

1,000

40

45

developed site

Pumped storage power plant

costs converted for 2030, costs
for gas storage included in
investment costs

* Annual costs related to investment costs, for pumped storage power plants in €/kW

FENES et al. (2014), calculations and estimates by Öko-Institut
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but also its availability for the production of synthetic
methane (Oeko-Institut 2014), additional sensitivity
analyses were carried out for a scenario in which the
power-to-gas option is limited to the production and
use of hydrogen.

3.2 Grid infrastructure
The cost of grid infrastructure was determined using
two different approaches, one for a fossil-fuel system and one for a renewables-based system. Only the
electricity grid was considered; gas grid investments
that may become necessary were not taken into account for simplification purposes.
The total costs of grid infrastructure were first estimated based on the grid charges assessed to different
user groups, as per the classification system used in
the monitoring reports of the German Federal Network Agency and the German Federal Cartel Office
(BNetzA & BKartA 2016). Considering electricity sales
in 2010 amounting to 142 terawatt hours to households, 137 terawatt hours to the service sector and
212 terawatt hours to the industry and transportation
sectors (excluding on-site generation), we arrive at an
annual total system cost of 18.2 billion euros.
Given the fact that there will also be slight cost increases for grid infrastructure with an energy system
based on fossil fuels, a cost increase of 10 percent was
assumed for 2050; this percentage was determined
based on estimates made within the scope of the Energy Roadmap 2050 (EC 2011a, 2011b) for scenarios
without additional climate protection ambition. Overall, for electricity systems in 2050 that are based extensively on fossil fuels, our calculations yield annual
grid infrastructure costs of approx. 20 billion euros.
For the renewables-based system, this base level was
increased by the annuities of investment costs that
are attributable solely to renewables for expanding
power grids, including the connection of offshore wind
power. The projections made available to date for the
period up to 2035 result in different estimated ranges:
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→→ An analysis conducted by 50Hertz (2016) on the
transmission grid expansion needed to achieve
climate protection targets up to 2035 yields an
investment cost range of 30 to 35 billion euros.
→→ Based on the most recent estimates of the need
for investment in transmission grids (which take
into consideration underground cabling), a cost
range of 27 to 34 billion euros has been calculated
for the period up to 2025 based on the current
draft of Germany’s Grid Development Plan (second
draft of the Grid Development Plan Strom 2025,
50Hertz et al. 2016a).
→→ Calculations made on the basis of estimates provided in the most recent draft of the offshore grid
development plan (50Hertz et al., 2016b) result in
an estimated investment volume of approx. seven
to ten billion euros for the connection of offshore
wind parks to the grid by 2025.
→→ According to the analysis of grid expansion costs
conducted within the scope of the IMPRES project
of German Federal Ministry for the Environment
(Fraunhofer ISI 2014), investment costs of 15 to
20 billion euros for the transmission grid, 10 to
12 billion euros for the connection of offshore wind,
and 18 to 27 billion euros for distribution grids will
be required up to 2022.
→→ In a long-term analysis conducted by P3 Energy &
IFHT (2012), expansion costs for the transmission
grid up to 2050 are estimated at 31 to 39 billion
euros; these estimates include substantial costs for
the expansion of cross-border interconnectors but
exclude additional costs for extensive underground
cabling. Without the interconnectors, which depend strongly on power system development
trends in the countries concerned, the expansion
costs are 21 to 25 billion euros.
→→ A study commissioned by the German Federal
Ministry for Economic Affairs and Energy
(E-Bridge et al. 2014) estimates distribution grid
expansion costs of 23 to 49 billion euros in 2013–
2032. The upper range is based on a scenario
that assumes very rapid expansion of renewable
energy (installed capacity of over 200 gigawatts in
2032); aside from this (extreme) scenario, invest-
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ment costs of 23 to 28 billion euros are estimated.
However, the study estimates that technological
advancements will reduce these costs by at least
20 percent.
→→ A distribution grid study conducted by Dena
(2012), estimates investment costs of 22 to
27.5 billion euros by 2030.
→→ The distribution grid study commissioned by the
German Association of Energy and Water Industries (E-Bridge et al. 2011) calculates investment
costs up to 2020 of 21 to 27 billion euros, which can
be reduced to 20 to 26 billion euros when technological advancements are applied.
A number of different influencing factors have to be
considered in the projections based on these data:
→→ Almost all studies show that the need for investment decreases in the run-up to 2030; the largest
need for grid investment will occur in the next ten
years.
→→ For the period after 2030, other flexibility options
(such as storage) will play a larger role over time in
light of the continued expansion of wind and solar
power generation; the need for grid expansion is
thereby not avoided, but decreases further over
time.
→→ All analyses show that technological advances in
grid expansion will also enable substantial cost
decreases.
Taking into account these factors, the following
assumptions are made for our subsequent analysis:
→→ For the expansion of the transmission grids up to
2050, an investment level of 60 billion euros was
chosen; applied to a 40-year period, this yields in
an annuity of 3.5 billion euros, assuming an interest rate of five percent. By contrast, we arrive at an
annuity of 4.7 billion euros when assuming higher
investment costs as part of a sensitivity analysis.
→→ Total investments of 30 billion euros are assumed
for the connection of offshore wind power plants to
the grid up to 2050; this corresponds to an annu-

ity of 1.7 billion euros. By contrast, we arrive at an
annuity of 2.3 billion euros when assuming higher
investment costs as part of a sensitivity analysis.
→→ Total investments of 40 billion euros are assumed
for the expansion of distribution grids up to 2050,
which corresponds to an annuity of 2.3 billion
euros. We arrive at an annuity of 4.7 billion euros
when assuming higher investment costs as part of
a sensitivity analysis.
We thus estimate that total grid infrastructure costs
will equal approx. 7.6 billion euros annually, with
costs potentially ranging as high as 11.7 billion euros
annually. However, it must be noted that our rough
estimate approach is likely to overestimate rather
than underestimate the additional costs of an electricity system based on renewables.
Last but not least, a plausibility check was undertaken on the cost differences for infrastructure by
reviewing analyses conducted for the EU Energy
Roadmap 2050 (EC 2011a, 2011b). Our figures are
comparable to the estimated cost differential between
the high renewables and reference scenarios.

3.3.	Costs for fuels and emission
allowances
Assumptions concerning cost trends for fossil fuels
and emission allowances are the key determinants
of the volume of generation from fossil fuel power
plants. The following estimates are used:
→→ For lignite, we assume full costs of 6 euros per
megawatt hour of fuel. This includes 1.5 euros per
megawatt hour for the costs of short-term provisioning (the key factor determining operation), and
4.5 euros per megawatt hour to cover the full costs
of opencast mining, which can only be reduced
over long (and varying) periods of time;
→→ For natural gas prices, we considered both high and
low price trends:
• In a low-price scenario, we estimate power plant
prices of approx. 14.9 euros per megawatt hour
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(including transport and assuming the lower
heating value), which approximately corresponds
to the prices at the beginning of 2016;
• In a high-price scenario, the natural gas price
increases to 42.1 euros per megawatt hour including transport; this corresponds to the level
expected in the long term in many mainstream
projections (e.g. IEA 2016).
→→ Two developments were also analysed for the price
of imported steam coal (hard coal), including transport:
• In a low-price scenario, the price remains at
5.4 euros per megawatt hour including transport,
which corresponds to the level at the beginning
of 2016; and
• In a high-price scenario, which assumes generally increasing prices for fossil fuel exports
and imports, the price amounts to 15.4 euros per
megawatt hour. This corresponds approximately
to the upper range of current mainstream projections (IEA 2016).
→→ In terms of the costs of emission allowances, three
different developments are examined.1
• In a low-price scenario, the price remains at
20 euros per emission allowance (European
Union Allowance, or EUA); this scenario showcases the effects that will occur if the system
fails to generate scarcity prices in the long term
(either due to a continued surplus of emission
allowances or an extensive supply of emission
allowances from outside the EU).
• In a high-price scenario, the price rises to
103 euros per emission allowance. This sce-

1
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It should be noted at this point that the damage costs
lie substantially above these levels. As a result, UBA
(2014a) recommends a price of 80 (40–120) euros for the
short term, 145 (70–215) euros for the medium term and
260 (130–390) euros in the longer term per tonne of CO₂
(compared to 2010 prices). In the cost-benefit analyses of
the current German Federal Transport Infrastructure Plan
(PTV et al., 2016) a cost approach of 145 euros per tonne
of CO₂ is used. The UK government (DECC 2015) uses
CO₂ costs of 100 (50–150) euros per tonne of CO₂ (at 2015
prices) for policy planning.

nario assumes ambitious climate policy efforts
in which CO₂ pricing plays an important role
(Oeko-Institut & Fraunhofer ISI 2015) and in
which there are no policy interventions in the
EU ETS during high scarcity prices.
• In a medium price scenario, scarcity arises in the
EU ETS; however, the price increase is limited
through price limits or similar mechanisms to
50 euros per emission allowance.

3.4 Electricity demand
The potential development paths for the power plant
fleet that are examined here all presuppose the same
underlying demand structures, in line with the considerations set forth in section 2.2.
Net electricity consumption (i. e. domestic final consumer demand in addition to grid losses) amounts to
550 terawatt hours in all scenarios. The on-site consumption by power plants and the electricity fed into
storage are not incorporated in final demand but are,
of course, taken into account within the electricity
supply system.
The demand figure of 550 terawatt hours was obtained from a projection in which additional electricity demand from the heating and transportation
sectors does not substantially exceed the energy
efficiency gains in traditional power applications
(Climate Protection Scenario 80 of the Climate Protection Scenarios 2050, Oeko-Institut & Fraunhofer
ISI 2015). In a development without significant efforts to increase the energy efficiency of traditional
power applications, which can be assumed without
taking into account ambitious climate protection
targets, a similar level of electricity demand would
arise.
In our estimates, the development of demand over
time corresponds to the historically observed trend
in 2011. This year also serves as a basis for modelling
the electricity supplied by renewable energy power
plants.
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4.

Results

4.1	Overview of the electricity
generation systems considered
For the two systems based extensively on renewable
power plants for electricity generation, we arrive at
the following renewable power plant fleet for 2050:
→→ 4.5 gigawatts of hydro
→→ 130 gigawatts of onshore wind power
→→ 40 gigawatts of offshore wind power
→→ 90 gigawatts of photovoltaics
→→ 2.4 gigawatts from other renewable energy power
plants (biomass, geothermal)
→→ 3.8 gigawatts from other fossil fuel power plants
(blast furnace gases, etc.)
→→ 9 gigawatts of pumped storage power plants
(including pumped storage power plants in
Germany, the Vianden pumped storage power plant
in Luxembourg and the pumped storage power
plants in Austria controlled by German suppliers).
The two renewable electricity systems are distinguished by the necessary flexibility options
(the higher value becomes necessary when the
power-to-gas flexibility option has a large share):
→→ 45 and 49.5 gigawatts from combined cycle power
plants (mostly for generation from power-based gas,
depending on the expansion of short-term storage);
→→ 15.4 and 37.9 gigawatts from gas turbines (to
guarantee security of supply when weather years
make this necessary, and mostly to generate
electricity from power-based gas if the expansion
of short-term electricity storage allows this);
→→ 26 and 35.7 gigawatts from the connected capacity
of power-to-gas plants (depending on the expansion of short-term storage);
→→ 27 gigawatts from new (battery) short-term storage
in the scenario with a high share of short-term
storage; in the scenario without this additional
short-term storage, these 27 gigawatts do not apply.

Overall, an installed capacity of 390 to 400 gigawatts
results for the developments of electricity systems
based on renewable energy, of which approx. 105 gigawatts are in power plants that can definitely provide secured capacity.
Figure 4-1 shows the two electricity systems based
extensively on renewable energy alongside the two
electricity systems based extensively on fossil fuels:
→→ The “coal-based system” scenario describes a development that would arise on a full cost basis for
a system without wind, solar and biomass energy
if the level of climate policy ambition remains low.
Such a power plant fleet for electricity generation
determined using the stated framework conditions
remains within the conventional structure of basic load, medium load and peak load power plants
that has arisen in the past (but including nuclear
power). In addition to must-run plants and hydroelectric power plants (3.8 gigawatts and 4.5 giga
watts), lignite power plants (41.7 gigawatts) are
mainly operated as basic load power plants. Periods of medium system load are fulfilled by coalfired power plants (15.2 gigawatts) and combined
cycle power plants (17.6 gigawatts) while 12.9 gigawatts of power from gas turbines and 9 gigawatts from pumped storage power plants cover
peak load demand.
→→ In the electricity system with a natural gas-based
power plant fleet, it is assumed that uncertainties
about future climate policy and/or very optimistic
expectations for natural gas prices lead to a situation in which investments in CO₂-intensive lignite
and hard coal power plants are halted, with the
associated loss in power plant capacity being replaced with combined cycle power plants. All other
assumptions are identical to the coal-based electricity system.
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Both electricity systems based on fossil fuels thus
constitute two extreme scenarios for Germany
marked by the absence of power generation from
wind, solar, biomass, or nuclear. It should be noted
that the two development scenarios for an electricity
system based extensively on fossil fuels are not independent of the framework conditions for fuel and, in
particular, CO₂ prices. For the sake of clarity, however,
we analyse all variants of the power plant mix for the
entire range of the framework assumptions. In the
discussion of the results, however, issues of consistency are addressed.

under the framework conditions, as the revenues of
wind and solar are reduced by the merit order effect.
Figure 4-2 shows that even in a market environment
with high fuel and CO₂ prices the installed capacity
of wind and solar power plants remains below 80 gigawatts, which corresponds to approx. one-third of
total electricity generation in Germany. It is assumed
in the sensitivity analyses that the expansion of wind
and solar electricity generation does not necessitate an additional expansion of grid infrastructure or
storage options.

Sensitivity analyses were also conducted for the fossil-based electricity systems with a development
path in which a limited expansion of wind and solar
power plants occurs in the context of high fuel and
CO₂ prices and within a market design that does not
specifically consider the revenues of power generation plants based on fluctuating renewable energy.
However, this expansion is also clearly circumscribed
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Installed net capacity of example fossil power plant ﬂeets with limited expansion
of wind and solar power plants and in context of high fuel and CO₂ prices, 2050
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4.2.	Analysis of electricity supply systems based on renewable energy
4.2.1. Electricity generation and CO₂ emissions
Both renewables-based systems serve over 95 percent of electricity demand with power plants based
on renewable energy and reduce the greenhouse gas
emissions of the electricity sector by approx. 96 percent compared to 1990. The two system designs make
divergent use of flexibility options, however:
→→ In the scenario without battery storage, the total electricity generation from renewable energy amounts to 622 terawatt hours; in addition,
42 terawatt hours of electricity are generated in
gas-fired power plants operated with power-based
gases. The electricity generated with power-to-gas
amounts to approx. 109 terawatt hours; the powerto-gas plants are used for approx. 3,040 full load
hours. Approx. 36 terawatt hours of electricity are

generated by additional applications outside of the
(traditional) electricity sector or for curtailment.
→→ In the scenario with substantial battery storage
capacities, the total electricity generation from
renewable energy likewise amounts to 622 terawatt hours, but electricity generation from gasfired power plants using power-based fuels is
considerably lower, at 32 terawatt hours, than
in the scenario without battery storage. Eightythree terawatt hours are used for the production
of p
 ower-to-gas; the utilization of power-to-gas
plants is, at about 3,200 full load hours, approx.
five percent higher than in the scenario without
battery storage. Fifty terawatt hours from surplus
electricity generation based on renewable energy
remains for additional power applications or for
curtailment.
In both scenarios, there is surplus electricity that can
be made available for additional electricity applica-
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tions and which lead to cost savings in the relevant
sectors. Against the background of substantial uncertainties in the economic assessment of these system
effects and for the purpose of keeping our estimates
conservative, the cost effects that go beyond the
boundaries of the traditional electricity system were
not taken into account in our subsequent cost analyses. However, the cost effects that may go beyond
the boundaries of the power sector would tend to be
larger in an electricity system with significant shares
of battery storage than in a system in which flexibility options are mainly based on power-to-gas.
4.2.2. System costs
Figure 4-3 shows the total system costs of both German electricity system designs with a 95 percent
share of renewable energy:
→→ The annual capital costs for renewable energy
power plants amount to approx. 19.1 billion euros.
→→ The annual electricity grid costs amount to approx.
20 billion euros and increase by approx. 7.6 billion

euros to 27.6 billion euros due to the grid requirements of a renewables-based system.
→→ The fixed operating costs of the electricity system
amount to approx. 7.7 billion euros.
→→ The variable operating costs of the electricity system amount to approx. 1.8 billion euros; for the
procurement of climate-neutral CO₂, additional
costs of 1.5 billion euros arise in the system design
without additional short-term storage and 1.2 billion euros in the design with a significant battery
storage share.
→→ In the scenario without battery storage, the capital costs of electricity storage amount to approx.
0.5 billion euros and in the scenario with 27 gigawatts of battery storage they amount to approx.
2.0 billion euros.
→→ The capital costs of power-to-gas plants amount to
2.0 billion euros and in the scenarios with substantial battery storage capacities to 1.5 billion euros in
the system design without battery storage.
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→→ The capital costs of natural gas power plants (combined cycle power plants and gas turbines) for generating electricity from synthetic gas and/or for
guaranteeing security of supply amount annually
to approx. 3.5 billion euros in the design without
battery storage and 2.6 billion euros in the design
with 27 gigawatts of battery capacity.
Capital costs thus represent the vast majority of costs
in these electricity system designs. Of the total costs,
which differ only slightly – amounting to 63.7 billion euros in the design without battery storage
and 63.3 billion euros in the design with substantial battery storage capacities – only five percent of
costs are variable costs (variable operating costs and
the procurement of climate-neutral CO₂) and only
twelve percent of costs are fixed operating costs.
Considering the high share of capital costs (over
80 percent), a closer assessment of uncertainties in
our calculation methods is very important.

Figure 4-4 shows the results of a number of sensitivity calculations conducted for assumptions particularly relevant to the uncertainties:
→→ If the pace of investment cost reductions for photovoltaics is slower than that assumed by Fraunhofer ISE (2015) and investment costs arise that are
approx. 30 percent higher than the reference levels,
the total system costs increase by approx. 1.6 billion euros, i. e. by 2.5 percent. A corresponding cost
reduction would result if photovoltaic costs are
30 percent lower than those stated in Fraunhofer
ISE (2015) and fall within the lower ranges calculated by 50Hertz (2016).
→→ If the pace of cost reduction in short-term storage
(i. e. batteries) is slower than assumed in FENES
et al. (2014) and investment costs arise that are
30 percent above the reference levels, the system
costs in the second design of the renewable electricity system increase by approx. 0.6 billion euros,
or 0.9 percent.

Sensitivity calculations for system costs of power systems based extensively
on renewable energies, 2050
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→→ If the achievable cost reductions in power-to-gas
plants are lower than those assumed in the especially optimistic forecasts presented by FENES et
al. (2014) such that cost levels in 2030–2050 are
50 percent higher than the reference levels, then
system costs increase by 1.3 percent (Scenario 1),
or 0.9 billion euros. This corresponds to a cost increase of 2.0 percent (Scenario 1) and 1.5 percent
(Scenario 2) compared to the system costs of the
reference cases.
→→ If the costs for making climate-neutral CO₂ available for synthetic methane amount to 200 rather
than 100 euros per tonne of CO₂, the operating
costs of the electricity system based on renewable energy are 1.5 billion euros (Scenario 1) and
1.3 billion euros (Scenario 2) higher, respectively.
This corresponds to an increase in system costs
amounting to 2.4 percent and 1.9 percent.
→→ In the event that climate-neutral CO₂ is available free of charge for the production of synthetic
methane (e.g. as a waste product of large-scale
biogas production), the system costs are 1.5 billion
euros (Scenario 1) and 0.6 billion euros (Scenario 2)
lower, respectively. These levels are 2.4 percent and
0.9 percent below the respective reference scenarios.
→→ In a system with synthetic gas produced only via
the hydrogen route and which omits the methanization stage, the costs are 1.9 billion euros lower in
Scenario 1 and 1.4 billion euros lower in Scenario 2.
This corresponds to a 3.0 percent and 2.3 percent
reduction in the total costs, respectively.
→→ If the costs of grid infrastructure develop according
to the high cost scenario, the annual system costs
increase by 4 billion euros, which corresponds to a
cost increase of 6.3 percent.
From an overall perspective, the two following uncertainties arise for the development of the total costs of
a renewable electricity system:
→→ Of the different areas for which significant uncertainties may arise (investment costs, production of
climate-neutral CO₂, etc.), power-to-gas involves
special uncertainties, although it should not be
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a ssumed that these uncertainties always increase
costs.
→→ Larger uncertainties remain with respect to electricity grid infrastructure and their additional
costs, although development scenarios are also
conceivable in which the grid expansion costs
could be substantially reduced, especially in the
case of distribution grids.
The system cost comparison shows that the differences and uncertainties relating to storage options
mostly stem from the capital costs of the renewable
power plants and the additional costs of grid infrastructure. The gas-fired power plants – the utilization
of which may become necessary to guarantee security of supply – only have a minor influence on total
system costs.

4.3.	Analysis of electricity supply
systems based on fossil fuels
4.3.1 Electricity generation and CO₂ emissions
The electricity system designs based extensively on
fossil fuels lead to very different generation patterns and CO₂ emissions when divergent assumptions regarding fuel and CO₂ prices are considered
(Figure 4-5).
For the coal-based system with conventional fuel
profiles for basic, medium and peak loads, the following results:
→→ The structure of electricity generation is largely
determined by the underlying assumptions for
fuel and CO₂ prices. In the scenarios with low fuel
prices, the CO₂ price has a substantial influence,
particularly on the share of natural gas and lignite
in power generation. In the case of high energy
prices, significant changes in the generation mix
only arise in the scenario with very high CO₂ prices
and with a view to the share of natural gas and hard
coal in power generation. Overall, high hard coal
and natural gas prices tend to result in higher levels
of electricity generation from lignite power plants.
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Electricity generation and CO₂ emissions of different fossil-based
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→→ Against this backdrop, emission reductions remain low. In the scenarios with low fuel prices, the
emission reductions are between 10 percent and
24.5 percent compared to 1990 (when the emissions of German electricity generation were approx. 456 million tonnes of CO₂); with a CO₂ price
of 50 euros per emission allowance, an emission
reduction of approx. 17 percent arises. Only for the
rather unlikely scenario with high fuel prices do
emission reductions of 12 percent result; otherwise
the emission reduction amounts to approx. 7 percent compared to 1990.
For an electricity system based extensively on natural gas (the least CO₂ intensive fossil fuel), a different
situation arises:
→→ Fuel and CO₂ prices do not change the power generation mix; there is only a slight optimization
between natural gas-fired combined cycle power
plants and gas turbines.

→→ Correspondingly, the emission reduction compared
to 1990 levels is substantially higher at 59 percent and is generally unaffected by variations in
fuel and CO₂ prices. This scope of reduction is still
far from meeting German reduction targets, however.
With a view to the resulting emission levels, four important conclusions can be drawn:
→→ All resulting emission levels for the electricity
sector are far from meeting the emission reduction targets for 2050 set forth in Germany’s Energy
Concept (BMWi 2015).
→→ The long-term and capital-intensive investments
made in electricity generation have a considerable
effect on the achievable emission reductions, even
when a very high CO₂ price is assumed.
→→ In addition to the capital stock established by
2050, conditions on domestic and international
energy markets have a substantial influence on the
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achievable emission reductions, even with a very
high CO₂ price.
→→ CO₂ pricing has an effect on emission reductions
above all in a market environment with low fuel
prices.
In the classification of these results, it should be taken
into account that with a very CO₂-intensive capital stock and very high CO₂ prices, the power plant
fleet would adapt in reality (i. e. for economic reasons,
coal-fired power plants would be taken off the grid at
an early stage or would not be built). This can only be
incorporated in the present statistical analysis via the
comparison with other scenarios (see below). However, it also clearly shows the path dependencies of
the system and the large uncertainties surrounding
the market conditions that are crucial to the achievable emission reductions. At the same time, it is clear
that the possibilities are very limited for counteracting this development within a few decades through

realistic CO₂ prices (irrespective of the mechanism
used to generate such prices).
Figure 4-6 shows the situation when high fuel and
CO₂ prices arise in the 2030 to 2050 period and investments in renewable energy arise on this basis
without the need for financing mechanisms and in
a way that does not hugely erode the profitability of
renewable power plants within an electricity system
based extensively on fossil fuels.
Electricity generation from renewable energy reaches
a 33 percent share. Compared to the 1990 base levels
in the coal-based system, the CO₂ emissions decrease
by 27.5 percent (assuming CO₂ prices of 50 euros per
emission allowance) and 32 percent (assuming CO₂
prices of 103 euros per emission allowance). For renewable energy combined with a power plant fleet
that is almost completely based on natural gas, the
emission reductions amount to approx. 71 percent.

Sensitivity analysis for electricity generation and CO₂ emissions of different fossil-based
power systems with limited share of renewables, 2050
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4.3.2. System costs
An analysis of the system cost structures for a system
based mostly on a traditional mix of lignite and hard
coal as well as natural gas (Figure 4-7) yields the following results:
→→ In terms of capital costs, approx. two-thirds of the
total system costs are attributable to grid infrastructure. The capital costs for fossil fuel power
plants make up the smaller share, amounting to
approx. ten billion euros a year.
→→ Fuel costs range between 6.4 to 13.4 billion euros,
depending essentially on the fuel and CO₂ market
environment.
→→ The fixed costs of opencast lignite mining amount
to approx. 2 to 3.5 billion euros a year; the higher
amount occurs in an environment marked by high
fuel prices and/or very low CO₂ prices.
→→ The limited responsiveness of the power plant fleet
to the dynamic increases in CO₂ prices is also reflected in the large role played by CO₂ costs, which

have a particularly strong influence on the system
costs and can reach shares of 46 percent and above
when high CO₂ prices are assumed.
For an electricity system based substantially on natural gas and the achievement of medium emission reductions (Figure 4-7), the following results arise:
→→ The capital costs of the system are slightly lower
than for the scenario with a fossil fuel (coal/natural gas) mix. This is only the case, however, when it
is assumed that an electricity system based almost
completely on natural gas does not lead to substantial additional infrastructure costs. In any case the
grid infrastructure costs amount to approx. onethird of the total capital costs for the electricity
system. It should be noted, however, that potentially higher natural gas infrastructure costs are not
taken into account.
→→ The variable costs of the natural gas-based system
are directly proportional to the assumptions con-
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A number of sensitivity analyses were carried out
for the development paths of fossil-based electricity
systems.

cerning fuel and CO₂ prices, to which the system
can only react to an extremely limited extent.
→→ The fuel and CO₂ costs have a substantially larger
share of the total system costs, when high fuel and/
or high CO₂ prices are assumed.

First, we analysed the effects of higher investment
costs for lignite and hard coal-fired power plants.
Assuming that the investment costs are 20 percent
above those assumed in the reference cases (see Section 3.1.2), annual system costs are approx. one billion euros higher, corresponding to a 1 to 2 percent
increase in the total system costs (the higher value
arises above all when low fuel and CO₂ prices are assumed).

From a cost perspective alone and without taking
into account the achievable emission reductions, a
natural gas-based electricity system leads to lower
system costs than the conventional coal-based system only in the scenarios with low fuel prices and
high fuel and high CO₂ prices. In the system cost
comparison for the same assumptions for fuel and
CO₂ prices, the cost differential between the two fossil-based systems is highly assumption-sensitive.
With a view to differences in emission reductions,
these costs range from -107 euros per tonne of CO₂
(low fuel/high CO₂ prices) to 63 euros per tonne of
CO₂ (high fuel/low CO₂ prices).

Figure 4-9 shows the results of sensitivity analyses
with respect to total system costs when the revenues
of wind and solar power plants can trigger at least a
minor expansion of renewable electricity generation,
when high fuel and CO₂ prices are assumed.
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Sensitivity analyses for system costs of different fossil-based power systems
with limited share of renewables and in context of high energy prices, 2050

Figure 4-9
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In all scenarios, total system costs decrease by 10 to
12 percent, provided wind and solar cost reductions
follow the path assumed for the renewables-based
systems. In a final analysis, this would mean that the
international expansion of renewables continues
unabated and is only curtailed strongly in Germany.
Since such a situation does not seem especially plausible, we assessed one more variation of the parameters. It was assumed that the investment costs for
wind and solar power plants are 30 percent higher
than in the reference cases. This decreases the system-cost effects by 2 to 3 percentage points, such
that system costs are only 6 to 10 percent lower than
in the fossil-fuel scenarios without any wind or solar.

4.4.	Comparison of electricity supply
systems based on renewable energy
and fossil fuels
A comparison of the system costs associated with the
considered power system designs yields the following results:

1.	The cost differences between the two renewable
electricity systems are minimal, regardless of all
other differences.
2.	The system costs of the coal-based electricity system are only significantly (i. e. more than 5 percent)
below those of the renewable electricity systems if
fuel prices remain at a low level and CO₂ prices do
not rise above 50 euros per tonne or, in the case of
high fuel prices, remain significantly below 50 euros per tonne. This pattern also remains robust if
the sensitivity analyses undertaken for the framework assumptions consider both fossil fuel and renewable power plants in combination with storage
options. The only exception is the cost uncertainties relating to the expansion of grid infrastructure
for renewable energy when CO₂ prices remain at
approx. 50 euros per tonne or lower in the fossil-based electricity systems.
3.	The total system costs of the natural gas-based
electricity system are lower than those of the two
renewable electricity systems when low fuel prices
are assumed. The assumptions for CO₂ prices are
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Total system costs of power system based on renewable energies compared
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insignificant in such an environment. This result
remains robust when the sensitivity analyses of
the renewable electricity systems are incorporated,
with the exception of the costs for infrastructure
expansion, as long as the CO₂ costs do not substantially exceed 50 euros per tonne. It should be
noted in this context that the hypothesis of largely
unchanged grid infrastructure costs for a German
electricity supply system based completely on natural gas is an extremely optimistic one.
The system costs should not, however, be considered
independently of the targeted emission reductions
(Figure 4-10 and Figure 4-11). In the final analysis, all
scenarios based on a conventional coal-based mix fail
to meet the emission reduction targets of the energy
transition by a wide margin, even if there is some
expansion in wind and solar electricity generation in
the context of high fuel or CO₂ prices (Figure 4-12).
However, in these cases, there are no significant advantages in the system costs for the coal-based elec-

tricity systems compared to the electricity systems
based extensively on renewable energy.
A power system based completely on natural gas results in emission reductions of approx. 60 percent.
If the natural gas-based power plant fleet is supplemented by a small share of wind and solar power
plants in a market with high energy and CO₂ prices,
emission reductions of approx. 70 percent could be
achieved. However, in these cases, even when the
various sensitivities in renewable systems are taken
into account, there are no significant cost advantages
in comparison to a system with a 95 percent share of
renewables (a system that also allows emission reductions of over 95 percent to be achieved).
The interrelationship between system costs and targeted emission reductions can be considered by calculating the “system costs for emission reductions”.
This figure is determined based on the sum of CO₂
prices and the system cost differences between renewable systems while also considering associated
CO₂ emission levels.

Vergleich der CO₂-Minderungen regenerativ und fossil dominierter Stromsysteme, 2050
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ent designs of the German electricity supply system,
assuming a CO₂ price of 50 euros per tonne.

The comparison between the two renewable systems
and the coal-based electricity system results in system costs for emission reductions of approx. 60 euros
per tonne of CO₂ when low fuel prices are assumed
and approx. 40 euros per tonne of CO₂ when high fuel
prices are assumed, i. e. these costs are comparatively
attractive and in any case reasonable.

This figure shows that the costs of electricity supply
systems with a 95 percent renewable energy share
do not significantly differ from those of fossil-based
systems with lignite, hard coal and natural gas power
plants. The sensitivity of their system costs diminishes with a view to fuel price developments. The
emission reductions that can be achieved with a conventional fossil-based power generation mix – 17 or
7 percent – remain far behind the Energiewende targets and the emission reduction achievable with systems based on renewable energy.

Compared to a natural gas-based electricity system
that is highly sensitive to the fuel price, the difference
costs amount to approx. 125 euros per tonne of CO₂
when low natural gas prices are assumed and are thus
very high. For the scenarios with high fuel prices, the
difference costs are negative at approx. –15 euros per
tonne of CO₂.

An electricity system that is based almost completely
on natural gas can achieve significantly larger emissions reductions of approx. 60 percent, although this
remains far behind the Energiewende targets. The
system costs, however, face substantial risks in terms
of fuel price developments.

Figure 4-13 shows an overview of the emission reduction and system cost assessments for the differ-
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This basic pattern of system costs for emission reductions does not change when the various sensitivity analyses are applied.
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5.

Conclusions

The developments initiated in Germany’s electricity
supply system over the next few years will have substantial consequences up to 2050. The path that is
taken will not only determine the emission reductions achievable by mid-century, but also the future
system costs of the power system.
This study compared two different scenarios for an
electricity system with a 95 percent share of renewables as well as two electricity systems based on fossil
fuels. This comparison allows us to estimate relative
system costs and evaluate the results from the perspective of climate policy.
The following conclusions can be drawn for the situation at mid-century, considering a range of different
framework conditions that were assessed with sensitivity analyses:
1.	Very ambitious emission reduction targets for the
electricity sector – i. e. a far-reaching decarbonization of the electricity system – are possible in the
context of Germany’s Energy Concept only if the
system is based extensively on renewable energy.
2.	There are various options for the design of renewables-based system that enables reduction targets
to be met. A fully functioning system that ensures
security of supply can be realised through various
combinations of renewable energy, flexibility options and grid infrastructure.
3.	The costs of an electricity system based on renewables will be primarily attributable to capital costs,
which will create challenges in terms of financing,
yet such a system will have low sensitivity to fluctuating fuel and CO₂ prices, which are difficult to
estimate over long time frames.
4.	Compared to different designs of fossil-based electricity systems, the systems based extensively
on renewable energy lead to substantially lower
CO₂ emissions and have comparable or advantageous costs when high fuel prices and CO₂ prices

of 50 euros or more per tonne are assumed. Only in
the case of low energy and CO₂ prices or low energy
prices and an electricity system based completely
on natural gas are the system costs of fossil-based
electricity systems substantially below those of
electricity systems based on renewable energy –
without, however, it being possible to achieve comparable emission reductions.
5.	If the different emission reductions are incorporated, emission reduction costs of a maximum of
60 euros per tonne of CO₂ arise for electricity systems based extensively on renewable energy with
one exception (an electricity system based exclusively on natural gas with permanently low natural
gas prices). Compared to a natural gas-based electricity system with high fuel costs, the emission
reduction costs for renewable electricity systems
are especially attractive, at -15 euros per tonne
of CO₂. Compared to a purely natural gas-based
system and (permanently) low natural gas prices,
the emission reduction costs reach a critical level,
amounting to approx. 125 euros per tonne of CO₂.
6.	With a view to the achievable emission reductions,
the system costs and the reasonableness of the
reduction costs, electricity systems based extensively on renewable energy are very robust in most
of the circumstances considered.
7.	These results do not change when it is considered
that the definition of system boundaries tends to
be conservative for electricity systems based on
renewable energy (cross-sector or cross-border
effects are not considered; the analysis of flexibility options is limited to storage; grid infrastructure
costs are conservatively estimated, etc.) and that
sensitivity analyses have been conducted to reduce
the projection uncertainties remaining in several
areas.
As a secondary result of the analyses, it can be concluded that emission reductions in fossil-based
electricity systems always occur as a product of in-
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teraction between the high sunk costs of mines and
conventional plants, energy prices and achievable
CO₂ prices. To the extent that prices on international
commodity markets are not amenable to policy intervention, robust emission reduction strategies –
i. e. strategies that remain effective in the face of fuel
price volatility – can only be achieved through CO₂
pricing and the guided management of the power
plant fleet.
Considering current and future trends in the development of renewable energy and associated flexibility options, the long-term and far-reaching transformation of Germany’s power system to one based on
renewable energy is possible with a view to achieving climate policy goals and would also be efficient
from a system cost perspective. Furthermore, such a
transformation would represent an economically robust strategy for insuring against volatile commodity
price trends.
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